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Mabel Larsen views art in the Senior Graphic Art Show Wednesday in Watkins Hall. Larsen attended because her
granddaughter, Bethany Larsen, was one of the presenting seniors.

Rachel Smith
WINONAN
April marks the month for many senior
art shows at Winona State University. The
spree of shows kicked off last week with
the graphic design senior show, titled "For
Your Eyes Only."
In the show, 14 senior graphic design
students presented their senior capstone
projects to students and community
members in Watkins Hall.

Phone: (507) 457-5119

The gallery presented a variety of graphic
projects such as designs for commercial
packaging, logos and magazine layouts.
For student Ka Ling Fung, her capstone
presentation highlighted her progress in
the graphic design program. She said that
she has been able to improve her computer
skills, which have allowed her to expand
the extensiveness of her work.
"I like to think of a different style
every time I start a new project. I'm still
exploring," Ling Fung said.
Many of the students' design projects

were already displayed on campus,
including a collection of study abroad and
music department posters and part of the
Winona State student planner that was
distributed to students this school year.
"I didn't know the graphic design artists
have designed so many things I've seen on
campus," junior Mandy Reker said, at the
gallery reception Wednesday night.

ARTISTS, Page 3
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Political debate heats up as elections draw near
Claudia Cappiello
WINONAN
With a key election approaching, the Winona State
University College Democrats
and Winona State Republicans
gathered on Tuesday, April 8 to
debate the issues expected to
be important to the voters this
fall.
The Political Science Association hosted the annual spring
debate, and this year was mod-

erated by association's president, Dan Flynn, a junior political science major. Flynn said
that the questions where chosen
by other PSA members.
There were 12 questions
asked of both sides, with 60
seconds to start, then a 30 second rebuttal after the opposing
side spoke.
The questions ranged from
national security issues to domestic issues to finally the pres-
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idential candidates.
The College Democrats were represented
by their president,
Gerald Strauss, a junior computer science
major with a minor in
political science, along
with member Ashley
Butler, a junior social
work major and political science minor.
The College Republicans were represented by former
chair Bryon Pavelka,
a senior social science
education major who
will be graduating in
December.
Katherine Chickey/WINONAN
Fellow
member
Ashley Butler and Gerald Strauss of the College Democrats debate
Thom
Heiderscheit
platform policies against the College Republicans April 8 during the
joined in the debate.
political debate in Kryzsko Commons
He is studying history
and political science
and will graduate in 2009.
er before in history have we set face problems abroad," Pavelka
The opening statements of a timetable to get out of a war. said. "Let's hear one major acthe two clubs set each other We want to leave a war better complishment Barack Obama
apart. Pavelka spoke on the than when we entered, the point has had in the U.S. Senate, or
beliefs of the Republican Party, is to prepare them for life after one at all that was bi-partisan.
and how they are set apart from the war."
The way to bring the country
the Democrats.
The debate became heated together is not to go to the far
He called it the "party of with several more foreign pol- left, it's to go to the middle."
light," and the party that be- icy questions, a subject that
Pavelka and Heiderscheit
lieves in the "ideals of freedom is expected to be huge in the believe that Sen. John McCain
and democracy, and under- minds of voters this fall.
has the experience needed to
stands that these noble princiWhen the questions were run this country, and is a modples are worth defending."
brought back to domestic is- erate who can get both parties
Strauss chose to speak brief- sues such as the death penalty, to come together.
ly on two issues: Reducing abortion, and health care, the
The two parties at Winona
higher education costs to all debate followed with party dis- State will be rallying for their
students,and equal opportuni- agreement.
candidates in what has been
ties for all people.
The final question of the night deemed one of the most influWhen the two clubs where was to critique the other party's ential presidential races.
asked what the best course of presidential candidate. Expeaction is for Iraq, it was the first rience was the word thrown
opportunity for the audience to around the most: who has it,
see the extent to which the par- and who doesn't.
Contact Claudia at CDCapties differ.
Sen. Barack Obama was pie9866@winona.edu
Pavelka proposed a plan to praised by the Democrats, and
create a stable government. He highly criticized by the Resaid if the troops leave now, publicans.
the "Shia and Sunnis will fight
Obama is "the type of guy
MATTRESS SETS
amongst each other and start a that can bring us together,"
New in Plastic:
genocide."
said Butler.
Butler spoke on a very differStrauss and Butler believe
KING, $225
ent platform. "We need to get Obama can bring the change
QUEEN $139
out of the war because we have needed to America, and that
been over there for too long," he has a great chance of winFULL $129
Butler said. "They have had ning with the number of supDeliverable
plenty of time."
porters he has.
In the Republican's rebuttal,
The Republicans believe
(608)-399-4494
Heiderscheit responded, "Nev- that "Obama is not ready to

Continued from Page 1

ARTISTS
Family and friends came out
to the gallery reception to support the senior students.
The gallery provided the seniors a time to market themselves to the community and
share the progress of their
work.
Several gallery viewers commented on the innovative designs and work the presenting
seniors had created.
"I think it's wonderful what
youth can do. It's a new experience for me," said Mabel Larsen, grandmother of presenting
senior Beth Larsen.
Larsen and senior graphic
design student Christine Szulczewski also won the honor of
presenting at one of two select
senior shows. Their show, titled "The Art of Product," will
showcase commercial product
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designing.
Szulzewski will be working
with food storage containers
and Larsen with a spice line to
showcase their recognized talents.
"The purpose of the show is
to show that products, something you use every day, can
be and are artistic," Szulzewski
said.
The other senior select show
titled "Polarity," based on the
idea of polar opposites, featuring the work of Cassandra Buck
and Samuel Ng.
Gallery director Anne Plummer was enthused about the
turnout and collection this
year.
"I think it's the best one yet.
The graphic design program is
pretty new; it gets better and
better," Plummer said.

The entire designing process
is more work than one would
think, Szulcewski said.
For Szulcewski motivation
for these projects is primarily
attributed to one thing.
"Just have a passion for it is
inspiration enough," Szulcewski said.
This month students and
community members will also
be able to see the studio art and
art education senior show. The
gallery titled "Manifest Destiny" will span the week of April
18-25.

'

Off-Campus Housing
for Next Year (6/08-5/09)
Huge reductions in rental rates for all remaining
3, 4 & 5BR apartments for next year. Now you
can rent the best for the price of the rest!

Apartments & Houses in
Winona & Fountain City
• Best Quality and Service in Winona
• Office across from Sheehan Hall and Za Za's
• Winona's Original "Alumnus-Owned" Housing

Look for new discounts and promotions at:

43

WinonaStudentHousing.com
Contact Rachel at RDSmith5997@winona.edu

507.454.4444

All Sizes
and Prices!

The battle of life: WSU students relay against cancer
Courtney Zinter
WINONAN
Starting at 5 p.m. last Saturday and ending at 7 a.m. last
Sunday, more than 300 participants spent the night participating in Winona State University's Relay for Life.
The relay was put on by Winona State's Colleges Against
Cancer with help from the
American Cancer Society. This
was its fifth year at Winona
State, but Relay for Life started
in 1985.
According to Michelle Camerer, President of Colleges
Against Cancer, the all-night
event raises money for cancer
research and other American
Cancer Society programs.
"Other examples are the Hope
Lodge, a place for patients to
stay for long-term treatment
away from their home, and programs to support newly diagnosed patients," Camerer said.
With the intention of raising money for these programs,
Colleges Against Cancer sets a
goal for how much money they
hope to raise.
"This year we beat our goal

Events include a si- pated in the past four years of
lent auction, food Winona State's Relay for Life.
sales, games of Wii,
"I have been participating in
game tournaments Relay for Life for seven years,"
and a Mr. Relay Camerer said. "The last two
pageant.
years I have been participat"Mr. Relay pag- ing here and on the committee.
eant is a male drag This year I am both the survishow," Camerer vorship co-chair and the Colsaid. "This event is leges Against Cancer and Relay
a huge hit that every- for Life co-chair."
one loves. This year
Some students said they parit raised over $400 ticipated for family and friends
in only 30 minutes." who had been affected by canThe majority of cer or to get involved with a
participants are a good cause.
part of teams.
Annie Stadstad, a junior at
This year there Winona State, participated for
were 35 different her third year.
teams, but other
"I was looking for something
people participate to get involved with when I got
as well, according to to college, and I have a personCamerer.
al stake in cancer research beShe said people cause I have had many family
who are not on teams and friends who have been afstill come to walk fected by the disease," Stadstad
around the track and said. "It seemed like a good
Fred Schulze/WINONAN
to
purchase items at place to start once I got to colWSU students Kristy Niklaus, left, and Ayleen Forrest walk around
the
different fund- lege."
McCown Gymnasium Saturday night at Relay for Life.
raisers.
According to Stadstad, Relay
For some students, for Life is a great cause.
of $40,000," Camerer said.
While the event was going this isn't their first year partici"We are still waiting for official on, several fundraisers were pating in the Relay.
happening at the same time.
results."
Many said they have particiSee RELAY, Page 5
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Shihab Nye shares poetry at Winona State
Greg Eichten
WINONAN

On the evening of Tuesday,
April 8, students, faculty, and
interested members of the community congregated in Winona
State University's Somsen Auditorium to listen to award winning author and poet Naomi
Shihab Nye.
Nye has over twenty books
in print in a variety of genres,
including poetry, creative nonfiction and essays. She has also
written novels for teens, children's books, and is editor of
seven anthologies.
She was born to a Palestinian
father and an American mother,
and grew up in St. Louis, Jerusalem, and San Antonio. She
has spent thirty-three years
traveling the world.
Nye read several of her poems and two of her creative
non-fiction pieces.
Her poems range in subject
from hospitality to the war in
Iraq, and they often address her
experiences growing up in Pal-

estine and feature people she
knows from the area.
The opening creative nonfiction piece that Nye read was
about an adventure she had with
one of her childhood friends.
When the two girls were young
they decided to go to a museum
in San Antonio.
They entered the building
and right away people stared
at them as they looked around
at all of the paintings and furniture.
A moment later a woman
approached the girls and informed them that they were not
in a museum, they were in her
home. The girls were embarrassed as they quickly left.
Thirty years later a man approached Nye and told her that
he was one of the people that
was in the house on that day.
He thanked her for giving him
a change in perspective, and for
giving him the realization that
their home was unique.
Nye described to the audience
the significance that poetry has
for her.

"I fell in love with poetry
before I could read it myself,"
said Nye. "Poetry can give you
a quick anchor into places you
were moods you were in."
Also, poetry has therapeutic
value for her.
"Poetry has a certain power
to restore ourselves after hard
things have happen in life,"
said Nye. "It can make things
better."
When asked about her editing style, Nye said that she edits heavily.
"I edit what I write quite a bit
to try to make it sound flowing
in a colloquial vernacular. Revision is a wonderful part of the
creative process," said Nye.
In addition to giving her presentation, Nye also agreed to
visit classrooms with some of
the Winona State professors.
In one section of Professor Jim
Armstrong's creative writing
class, she told students about
some of her writing tips.
"First, read voraciously and
read many kinds of things. You
don't have to finish every book

Katherine Chickey/WINONAN

Poet Naomi Shihab Nye read from her new book of essays, "I'll Ask You Three Times, Are You Okay? Tales of
Driving and Being Driven," last Tuesday in Somsen.

Normandale is the best educational value. Here's why:
Superb reputation with employers throughout the region
Excellent transfer opportunities to major 4 year
colleges and universities
-

About one fifth the cost of an average private
college (and half the cost of major public universities)

you start. Second, get into regular habit of writing for the rest
of your life, no matter what
your major is. Just try to form a
regular relationship with writing, your thoughts, your words
and your page. Writing seven
minutes a day is better than
nothing, nobody really has an
extra hour to do it in."
"Third, find some way to
share something you've written. Find something that feels

worth it to you, something
you would like to make better.
You're not trying to prove anything, writing sometimes takes
on a life of its own when you
share it with someone," said
Nye.

Contact Greg at GJEichte 1 67 0@winona. edu

-

Day & evening sessions, also condensed courses
Financing options available

Bloedow's Bakery
Winona's hometown
bakery since 1874.
Featuring original donut,
rolls, and bread recipes.

wvvw.normandale.edu (866) 880 8740
-

Conveniently located in Bloomington, MN, minutes from airport & Mall of America.
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451 Broadway St. (507) 452-3682

The Native struggle
A Dakota woman's activism against injustice
Dana Kudelka
WINONAN

Worried
about
regnancy?
Birthright
can
help
•
For more than 30 years, Birthrig has
/

When Waziyatawin was a
young girl, she would sit on
her grandmother's lap and
listen to anecdotes about the
history of her Dakota Indian
heritage.
"You won't see that in a
history book," was how her
grandma would end.
Last Thursday at Winona State University, Waziyatawin gave a presentation
titled, "Rebirthing Our Nation: Dakota Women & the
Struggle for Justice".
help thousands of students worried about
Before discussing the legacy of the Dakota women, Wapregnancy. Our friendly volunteers offer
ziyatawin told the attentive
audience that one "can't unfree and anonymous pregnancy tests,
derstand justice until (they)
answers to questions, referrals to
understand injustice."
In an attempt for the audicommunity services and, most
ence to understand the meaning of injustice, Waziyatawin
important, a friend to listen.
spoke of the Dakota War of
Katherine Chickey/WINONAN
1862 and the Dakota Death
All of our help is free and confidential.
Waziyatawin, a Dakota writer and activist, presents
March of 1862.
Waziyatawin said the Da- "Rebirthing Our Nation: Dakota Women and the Struggle
kota people declared war on for Justice," Thursday in Gildemeister Hall Room 155.
Call anytime: 452-2421
the United States as a last resort.
with rocks," said Waziyatawin. of the Dakota people in
930 W. Fifth St.
"It was a way to protest the
Both events caused large the 1860s.
invasion of Dakota land," said dents in the population of the
Prior to the Dakota
24-hour Hotline: 1-800-550-4900
Waziyatawin, which resulted in Dakota people in Minnesota. War, 54,017,532 acres of
a depletion of land and food for But Waziyatawin said it wasn't Minnesota were Dakota land;
the Dakota.
enough for Gov. Ramsey.
the number reduced to 3,281
After the war ended, Gov.
During spring of 1863, the acres, or 0.0006% of their origAlexander Ramsey called for March continued to Davenport, inal land.
their extermination, where the Iowa as a way to effectively deIn 2002 and 2006, Wazimen warriors were shackled port the Dakota people.
yatawin and others walked 150
and held in military tribunals.
Waziyatawin showed a news- miles, called the Dakota ComOn Nov. 7, 1862, 1700 Dako- paper clipping that advertised memorative Marches, in order
ta people were forced to march bounties on the scalps of Indi- to "publically honor and re150 miles in seven days with ans. The clipping came from member Dakota ancestors."
soldiers by their sides.
an 1863 issue of "The Winona
Walkers stopped and placed
Continued from Page 3
38 Dakota men were hanged Daily Republican", the former prayer stakes every mile. They
in Mankato, Minn. on Decem- newspaper of Winona, Minn.
would call out the names on the
ber 26, 1862 under the permisIt advertised a price of $200 stakes, invoke spirits and offer
She said one reason is be- the event once to get hooked
sion of President Abraham Lin- for one Indian scalp — enough prayers to their ancestors.
cause almost everyone will be and to keep coming back every
money for a 160-acre home"It caused a reconnection affected by cancer in some way year."
coln.
On their march, the Dakota stead in Minnesota during the with ancestors and the land that and it helps students connect.
According to the Relay for
people walked through the 1860s, said Waziyatawin.
would not have been possible
"I don't think I have ever Life website, more than 3.5
main streets of many small
Waziyatawin compared these in any other way," said Wazi- been to an event on campus million people participate in retowns. The town's reaction to events to the terms under Article yatawin.
where students are able to come lay each year.
their presence was the same ev- II of the United Nations , Contogether in quite the same way
vention Prevention of GenoContact
Dana
at to fight for one cause," Stadstad
erywhere.
Contact Courtney at CLZ"People would line the streets cide. The five subsections are DJKudelk7481@winona.edu
said. "You only have to attend inter8738@winona.edu
and bombard the Dakota people all applicable to the treatment

RELAY
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Disposing of liquid waste

Dana Kudelka
WINONAN
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This past weekend's rainy
weather didn't keep Winona
State University's Student Senate president-elect David Obray
out of trouble.
The Winona Police foot patrol, which comes out annually
every spring, cited Obray with
public urination late Saturday
night.
Obray said he was standing in
his backyard when three police
officers came up behind him
and asked to see identification.
While the foot patrol was issuing Obray a ticket, another
Winona State student was also
cited for public urination when
he asked the officers and Obray
where the "pisser" was. The officers responded, "Right here,"
and the student followed their
instruction.
Obray called his encounter

with the foot patrol "a youthful
indiscretion."
"I broke the law and I deserve everything I get. Nay, I
deserve more," said Obray.
Although Obray has been involved as the Minnesota State
University Student Association
Campus Representative for
Winona State and as a senior
senator, he's concerned that this
weekend's incident may affect
his credibility with faculty.
"My biggest worry is that
administrators won't take me
seriously when I enter their offices," said Obray.
Between the hours of 10 p.m.
and 2 a.m., five public urination
and four minor consumption
tickets were issued by the foot
patrol. One public consumption
ticket was issued as well.
Contact
Dana
at
DJKudelk7481@winona.edu

Sorority hosts Rock-A Thon
Delta Phi Epsilon will host
their annual 36-hour Rock-AThon for Cystic Fibrosis going
from 7 a.m. Thursday morning
to 7 p.m. Friday night in the
Winona State University courtyard.
Cystic Fibrosis is a genetic
disorder where a gene and its
protein are defective, causing
the body to produce an extra
thick and sticky mucus that
clogs the lungs and pancreas,
leading to life threatening infections of the lungs and digestive
issues, including the inability
to digest nutrients at times.

The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation has been a philanthropy of
the Delta Phi Epsilon International Sorority since 1958.
Since then, Delta Phi Epsilon
chapters across the Country and
Canada have helped raise over
$1 million dollars for CFF and
we hope to continue this steady
dedication.
CFF is one of the most efficient organizations of its kind,
with 90 percent of every revenue dollar raised being available to fund CF research, care
and edUcation programs.

Spruce up Winona day hoping for good turnout this weekend
It is time again for the annual Spruce Up Winona day
event. This is the third annual community-wide clean
up event jointly sponsored by
Winona State University, St.
Mary's University and Southeast Technical College. The
event is scheduled from 1 to 5

6 News

p.m. Friday throughout the city
of Winona.
Kick off will start at 12:30
p.m. in the Student Union and
at this time volunteers can pick
up supplies (i.e. trash bags). All
second shift representatives can
pick up their supplies in the gazebo on campus prior to 3:00

p.m.
There are three shifts needing
student and faculty volunteers:
1 to 3 p.m., 3 to 5 p.m. or the entire 1 to 5 p.m. shift. If you are
involved with Adopt-a-Block
please acknowledge "yes" on
the registration form along
with a list of group members.

Adopt-a-Block participants are
encouraged to join in this event
and help "Spruce Up" your
block. We are also encouraging
those involved with Flood Relief to help as well. There will
be a place on the registration
form for you to acknowledge
what type of service you would

like to do.
For more information about
how WSU is participating,
please check out the Facebook
page "Spruce Up Winona,"
contact by e-mail at communityservice@winona.edu , or
check us out at www.SpruceUpWinona.com .

What's happening at WSU....
Wednesday, April 16
"The Art of Product" Senior Show: Beth Larsen
and Christine Szulczewski Reception
PLACE: Walkins Hall- Weber Gallery
TIME: 5 p.m- 7 p.m.
Contact Phone: Anne Plummer at 507-457-5393
All University Research Celebration
PLACE: Science Laboratory Center Atrium
TIME: 1 to 6 p.m.
Contact Mike Delong at MDelong@winona.edu
History Honor Society Professor Discussion:
Pop Music and Historical Identity
PLACE: Minne Hall Second Floor Lounge
TIME: 8 p.m.
Contact Brandon Luedtke at BPLuedtk5377@winona.
edu
Athenaeum: Celebration of the Book: Student
Essay Contest Award Ceremony
PLACE: Darrell W. Krueger Library
TIME: 1 p.m.
Contact Kendall Larson at 507-457-5367

Saturday, April 19
Gala Dinner and Dance
PLACE: McCown Gym
TIME: 5:30 p.m.
Contact Beth Halleck at BHalleck@winona.
edu

Sunday, April 20

WSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble:
Donald Lovejoy
PLACE: Performing Arts Center-Main Stage
TIME: 2 p.m.
Contact Donald Lovejoy at DLovejoy@
winona.edu

Thursday, April 17

Friday, April 18

.

Spruce Up Winona Day

Shubhendra Rao: Music of North India
PLACE: Tau Center Rotunda
TIME: 5:30 p.m.
Contact Travis Schmidt at TPSchmid9100@winona.
edu

PLACE: City of Winona
TIME: 1 to 5 p.m.
Contact Tammy Swenson Lepper at
TSwensonLepper@winona.edu

"The Art of Product" Senior Show: Beth Larsen
and Christine Szulczewski
PLACE: Watkins Hall
TIME: 8 to 4 p.m. daily until Saturday
Contact Anne Plummer at APlummer@winona.edu
Serious Social Networking Using Microsoft
SharePoint
PLACE: Rochester Center, Goddard Library
TIME: 1 p.m.
Contact eLearning at eLearning@winona.edu

Monday, April 21
"Manifest Destiny" Studio and Art Education
Senior Show
PLACE: Watkins Hall
TIME: 8 a.m.- 4 pm. Show runs April 18-25
Contact Anne Plummer at 507-457-5393
"Polarity" Senior Show: Cassandra Buck and
Sam Ng Tong
PLACE: Watkins Hall
TIME: 8 a.m.- 4 pm. Show runs April 18-25
Contact Anne Plummer at 507-457-5393

BCAA Winona Idol
PLACE: Somsen Auditorium
TIME: 6 p.m.
Contact Ben Brako at BKBrako7891@
winona.edu

Rock Against Violence 2008
PLACE: The Draught House
TIME: 7:45 p.m.
Contact April Herndon at AHerndon@
winona.edu

Tuesday, April 22
Student Composers Concert
PLACE: Central Methodist Church, 114 W.
Broadway
TIME: 7 p.m.
Contact Pat Young at PYoung@winona.edu

SEND YOUR SENIOR SHOUT OUTS
Send your best wishes to
your favorite graduate in the last issue of the Winonan for the school
year.
Submit them to
winonan@winona.edurn
-Make subject RE: Senior ShoutPlease keep messages under 50
words!
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Hillary should focus on her faux pas; not Obama's
Samuel Keane-Rudolph
Op/Ed Columnist
I'll openly admit right at the
start of this column that I am
possibly the most anti-Hillary
Clinton voter in the country.
While, unlike some of her
harshest critics, I do not base
that attitude upon a subjective
belief in her similarity to female
dogs, readers should beware
this bias of mine when I talk
about her.
Specifically, what's the deal

with the Clinton campaign
these days? It seems to be long
on rhetoric about bringing,
sunshine to the president's
office, but all this
talk has a dark and
cloudy history behind
it. Admittedly, Sen.
Clinton's background
is in law, and as such,
I rather expect her to
lawyer every single
answer she gives, but
there's a limit.
For such an outspoken
critic of George W. Bush's
misspoken turns of phrase,
half truths and downright
falsehoods, Sen. Clinton seems
to have a remarkably poor
memory about whether or not
snipers were shooting at her
in Bosnia. For someone with
her lengthy career, slipups like
that are certainly expected. But
in Sen. Clinton's case, vague

references to experiences she
had "in the past," seem to be the
norm rather than the exception.
On Sunday, Clinton was
commenting
about Obama's
remarks that some
Pennsylvanians are
"bitter" people who
"cling to guns and
religion." Proving
the common
democratic
misconception
that law-abiding gun
owners only use them to
hunt, Clinton immediately
pounced on the opportunity to
appeal to hunters—a sizable
demographic in key primary
state Pennsylvania. In reference
to her comments on Obama's
poor choice of words, a reporter
asked her when the last time
she'd gone to church or fired a
gun was.

Instead of providing a
straightforward, 15-second
answer, such as "I went to
church for Easter and I haven't
fired a gun since my grandfather
taught me as a little girl,"
Clinton hemmed and hawed
before first saying that she'd
gone to church for Easter and
then declaring that the question
was not relevant.
Since the whole brouhaha
was about Obama's apparent
condescension toward
Pennsylvania religious persons
and gun owners, Clinton's
own experiences with both
seem pertinent background
information to me. But Clinton
wasn't there to provide pertinent
information; she was there to
take sanctimonious potshots
at Obama, who, despite the
Clinton political machine, is
still ahead of the New York
senator.

Op/Ed
It brings to mind the curt
response from Chelsea Clinton
when a Baylor University
Clinton supporter asked how her
mother dealt with the Lewinsky
scandal—"I don't think that's
any of your business." Excuse
me, but he was just trying to
give you an opportunity to tell
the audience about your mom's
strengths.
But secrecy seems to be
as much a part of the Clinton
family as the Bush family.
Hillary Clinton bringing
sunshine to the Washington
political machine? She is the
Washington political machine.
Let's not even get started on
tax returns or Freedom of
Information Act requests for
records.
And God forbid someone
ask what happened to the White
House furniture from eight
years ago.

Euphemisms won't fix the job market
Ruth DeFoster
Op/Ed Columnist

The opinions of this newspaper do not reflect those of the
,MnSCU system, Winona State
University, its faculty, staff or
student body. Any questions or
comments should be directed to
the Winonan publication board,
editors or submitted as letters
to the editor
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Graduating college seniors
are painfully familiar with the
present state of uncertainty
and stress of the
post-college job
search—made all
the more stressful
and uncertain by
what President Bush
calls an economic
"slowdown."
Several of my
friends (even those with good
academic records and plenty of
job experience) are having an
especially difficult time finding
jobs in their respective fields.
So am I, for that matter—
although my immediate plight
is less pressing because I'm
going to graduate school in the
fall rather than going to work

Paul Solberg, Editor-in-Chief

right away.
I've even heard of a number
of advertised entry-level
positions that just dissolved
into thin air—internships and
assistant jobs that simply no
longer exist. Instead
of hiring new
employees, it seems
that more companies
are choosing to
tighten their belts
and make do with
fewer
people.
One
prospective
employer told me he
had never seen the job market
in his field this tight.
It's frustrating, but I suppose
that's to be expected in a
"meaningful downturn."
Recent news on the economic
front is not encouraging—the
unemployment rate took a giant
leap upward, and, according to a

winonan@winona.edu

report from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 80,000 jobs were lost
in the month of March, making
it the third month in a row of
negative growth.
This kind of "lull" does not
bode well for college students
and recent graduates looking
for jobs. Especially when you
factor in the plunge in house
prices, which is destroying
home equity at an alarming
rate. Job reports don't seem
likely to improve in the near
future—an unfortunate result
of the "economic slump."
While Ben Bernanke,
chairman of the Federal
Reserve, recently admitted
that the dreaded R-word is a
possibility, his preferred word
of choice right now seems to be
"contracting."
This is less comforting than
irritating; the careful choice

of verbiage does little to
alleviate the worries of panicky
investors, sub-prime mortgage
holders and the unemployed.
It certainly doesn't make me
feel better about my prospects
of getting a job in my field over
the summer.
Uncertainty is always scary.
I think I speak for many of
my classmates when I say
it's especially scary to be
graduating from college right
at the cusp of a major bout of
economic "stagnation."
But I suppose we should be
encouraged—after all, maybe
it's not so bad. Economic
lulls, slowdowns, slumps, and
downturns aside, it could be
worse.
At
least
it's
not
a
"recession."

(507) 457-5119

My advice to whomever takes my job
Carl Hunter
Op/Ed Columnist
I'm graduating, finally. For
you, this means that my 500
words of awesomeness (or
drivel) will no longer be in
your hands each week. What
started as a randomly sarcastic
e-mail from myself (a business
administration major) to the
HR Manager quickly spiraled
into a two-year "stunt." I'd like
to think I did some good along
the way instead of just pissing
people off, but here's my advice
to whomever is interested in
this gig:
Understand your audience.
You aren't writing for The New
York Times or The Wall Street
Journal. People don't go to
Winonan for instant up-to-date
news. They check it at leisure
looking for recaps ofpast things,
what's going on around campus,

and a simple cure for boredom.
Your primary audience is
the students and faculty of
Winona State University. Not
the entire population either.
When I first started,
the readership poll
declared 14 percent
of students read the
paper.
With that in mind,
work to give people
a reason to pick up
the paper. Today's
generation has the
opportunity to read a million
opinions and writings instantly
with the click of a mouse. If
you want to be read, you will
have to give them a reason to
view not only what you wrote
today, but also a reason to come
back in the future.
Be relative. If your audience
can't relate to what you are
writing about, they will lose

interest. Strive to be easily
associated with a variety of
things to increase the odds that
someone can hit a connection
to what you are saying and
even talk about it.
Be conversational.
Be different.
Normal writing is
not exciting and
does not garner new
readership. When
you are walking
down the street,
your head will turn
towards beautiful people, Ford
Mustangs; as well as that crazy
hippy van that bottomed out.
Be worthwhile. Once you
have attention, do something
with it. Eventually being
"distinct" will stop garnering
attention. When that crazy
hippy van bottoms out for the
100th day in a row, at the exact
same time, your head will stop

turning. People need substance
in order to come back.
Show, don't tell and if you
tell, educate or entertain. You
have to engage people's minds
in order to capture interest. If
you are giving them everything
they need to know or already
know, they will get bored and
fall asleep.
Strike chords; don't stab
hearts. This is not the pulpit
from which to spew judgment
on other people's belief
systems.
You don't have to be an
eloquent writer, you just have
to SAY something. Don't
maybe write something, SAY
something. Only the English
majors care how you write,
the rest are focused on what
you are saying, as long as it's
readable. If you don't have an
opinion or a story to tell, make
one up (an absurd male gender

With the plant widely being
used amongst members, Utah
legislators (closely tied with
the Mormon Church) made the
plant illegal in 1915. Southern
states followed suit, making
it illegal to smoke, grow, or
sell. In the 1930's, the Federal
Bureau of Narcotics, led by
Harry J. Anslinger was formed.
Anslinger formed a radical
view on the drug, linking
it to minorities, jazz music,
interracial couples and insanity.
Anslinger was quoted as saying,
"...the primary reason to outlaw
marijuana is its effect on the
degenerate races."
It should be evident that
the cause for marijuana being
illegal was founded on racism
and lies. However, an age old
argument against the plant is
health effects. In 2006, the

American Thoracic Society
conducted a study to determine
if heavy marijuana usage
increased the risk of lung cancer
and respiratory illnesses. The
conclusion was that even heavy
amounts of marijuana smoke
did not cause any more harm
(or equal to) tobacco users.
I sincerely hope many of the
Winonan's readers will consider
marching on that Saturday.
The evidence is mounting, the
support is rising, it's time we
put an end to the pipe dream of
legalizing marijuana and make fit
happen. For more information,
please email Chris Wright at:
tc_wright38@yahoo.com .

studies program): Be creative.
This is supposed to be the fun,
enlightening, intriguing part
of the paper. You are an op/ed
columnist, not a news reporter,.
Embrace it!
Apply today!

Reach Carl Hunter at
CRHunter6218@winona.
edu

Letter to the Editor
Marijuana march
James Hunter
Communicatin Arts and
Literature major
Sophomore
651-399-3534
On Saturday May 3rd,
millions across the globe will
march for liberation. They
will march for the freedom and
positive benefits their cause
brings to the United States. I'm
talking, of course, about the
worldwide marijuana march.
The legalization of marijuana
is a difficult concept for most to
even consider. It's been illegal
since the 1930's to have it, and
our media constantly tells us
the negative effects via dark,
depressing commercials. In
fact, over forty four percent of

all arrests in the United States
were related to marijuana
charges. Absolutely nothing
good can come out of legalizing
this plant, right?
Wrong. Professor Jeffery
Miron of Harvard University
outlined the positive effects
of legalizing marijuana. Law
enforcement would save $7.7
billion annually from the costs.
If taxed as heavily as tobacco
and alcohol, it would generate
up to $6.2 billion annually. This
money generated could help our
national debt, help pay for the
war, or fund social programs. It
makes little sense why such a
large benefit has been ignored
for so many decades.
Why is marijuana illegal? In
1910, groups of Utah Mormons
brought back the plant from
the missionary trips to Mexico.
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Japan Fest '08; a night of culture through music, food
Lydia Oglesby
WINONAN
About 270 people filled the
East Hall of Kryzsko Commons
at Winona State University on
Saturday evening. They came
to eat sushi, watch a karate
demonstration, play a round of
Mario Kart and ultimately enjoy Japan Fest 2008.
Sushi, karate and video games
have become such a part of
mainstream American culture
that one might forget that these
things have Japanese roots.
One thing that was a part of
Japan Fest that is inherently
Japanese, but has yet to become
mainstream, is Taiko drumming.
A group of three Taiko drummers from Minneapolis opened
the evening of entertainment by
playing several intense rhythms
on two drums constructed of
oak wine barrels and one smaller conga-like drum.
Along with beating the one
drum, it was as if they were
playing ten drums in the air,
reaching upward and tapping
their drumsticks, making noiseless music.
The Japan Club President,
Kai Oehler, said he had the idea
of bringing the Taiko group to

Winona when he saw themperforming while he was a counselor at Concordia Language
Villages.
With the city of Winona as a
financial backer, he was able to
persuade the drummers to come
to Winona.
Not only did they perform,
but they also gave a minute
Taiko lesson to volunteers who
went up on stage.
Persuading the drummers to
come to Japan Fest was just one
step in preparing for the event.
The Friday before Japan Fest,
the woman in charge of decorations, Natsumi Sasa, crouched
under a table to tape the tablecloth in place.
She immerged to take a break
and explain the theme for decorations. She was in the East
Hall decorating since three in
the afternoon with several fellow Japan Club members. She
thought it would be midnight
before she went home.
The tablecloths she was taping were four different colors:
Pink, light blue, red and white.
Each color represented a season.
The large hand-painted murals of Japanese symbols also
represented the season. Oehler
said sheets needed to be sewn

Fred Schulze/WINONAN

Jennifer Weir, of the performing arts group Mu Daiko, plays the Japanese taiko drums Saturday night in the East Hall of Kryzsko Commons. Mu Daiko is a group based in Minneapolis
that came to perform for the Japanese Dinner.

together in order to create a
large enough canvas on which
to paint the symbols.
Sasa said painting the murals
was a job that began during fall
semester.
In another corner of the room
Go Tateyama was struggling

Now playing: Queer Cinema
Jessica Larsen
WINONAN
The Women and Gender
Studies department at Winona
State University will offer a
new class for the fall 2008 semester: Queer Cinema.
Instructed by Dan Lintin,
Queer Cinema is scheduled
Thursdays from 6-9 p.m.
This is the first time this class
has been offered at Winona
State.
Students taking Queer Cine-

ma will watch and discuss films
in which gays are portrayed.
The films chosen will have gay
content and actors, and discussion topics will surround the issues and history of the film.
The course will examine where queer cinema has
evolved in the past 30-40 years
and look at the stereotypes of
gays in each film.
"It is important to see these
films," says Lintin. "The experience can be powerful."
Lintin himself has watched

10 Arts a Entertainment

over 200 films portraying gays
in his life and is in the process
of deciding which he will show
in the class.
Films included to date are
Children's Hour, Personal Best,
Making Love and Brokeback
Mountain.
"Most of these films are
shown at film festivals," says
Lintin.
Many gay films are not
shown in theaters because of
See CINEMA, Page 15

with boards, Duct tape and wire tables.
to create a device for hanging
banners to arch over the food
See JAPAN, Page 13

The Secret is Out!
Learners who have learned are living in

Fountain City next year. Learn why.

GreatRiverlious

M

*not affiliated with Great River Management & Sales

A few 1, 2, 3 bedroom apartments and 1 4BR
house available June 1, 2008. Some 1 & 2 BR
apartments available now.
Luxury and river views at reasonable rates.

WinonaStudentHousing.com

507.454.4444
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;The Ruckus
A music review for a town without a record store.

Black Keys Endangered
hard rock sound while adding a
little pop-polish to the cuts.
Band members Dan Auerbach
The Black Keys' new album, (vocals and guitar) and Patrick
Attack and Release, is a good Carney (drums) offer more auexample of an unconventional thentic heavy-soul, but it's the
pairing that gives way to, well, ambiance that DM provides to
unconventional music.
The Black Keys blues lounge
Oh, don't worry, this isn't that makes Attack and Release
David Bowie-Mick Jagger such an intriguing listen.
"Dancing In The Street" unThe record's easy opener
conventional.
"All You Ever Wanted" doesn't
No, this is dirty-blues meets make you wait around to get a
hip-pop unconventional.
taste.
Weeping slide guitar meets
The cut slowly jangles into a
rhythmic jazz flute unconven- beefy organ outro, as lead man
tional. This is raw, two-man Auerbach wails "I'll be a blackhard rock with production from bird darlin', hangin' on your
(gasp!) Danger Mouse.
telephone wire/Flap my wings
The man half-responsible for on it, set your heart on fire."
the pop-genius of Gnarls BarkAuerbach's vocals on the alley, Brian Burton (stage name bum are heartfelt if not memoDanger Mouse) adds broader rable – nobody's going to conproduction to these Akron, fuse him for Johnny Cash – but
Ohio, rockers' fifth release than his insistence to keep the blues
what might be evident on the guitar dirty is what makes cuts
like "I Got Mine" come off as a
surface.
The Keys' low-fi recording vintage Stones romp.
techniques get a shot in the arm
The album's standout track
thanks to Burton, as the pro- is "Psychotic Girl," a song that
ducer is able to keep that dirty, incorporates banjo twang with
a few wispy
r
keys from
your grandma's antique
piano.
Finals are coming!
Carney
sets a crisp
On April 27th and 28th
I
groove on the
Kafe Kryzsko and Freshens set while DM
I plays with
I
will be open
newfound
I his
I
love of layall night!
ering messy
slide guitar
Come in for some late
under hauntnight snacks and coffee
ing choral arto burn the midnight oil!
rangements.
The groove
reeks
of

Jack Chandler
WINONAN

"good boy
done wrong"
fare, and
Auerbach's
echoed
sentiments
aren't exactly offering second
chances.
While The
Keys do authentic rockblues very
well, Attack
and Release
has its fun
spots, too.
"Strange
Times"
would sound just as comfy
with Cee-Lo on vocals, and the
southern-soul of "Lies" brings
to mind the glory days of 1970s
heart-torn R&B.
"Same Old Thing" contains
an upbeat "yazz flute" solo
straight from Anchorman, as
well as bongo drums and background vocals that could have
been the Baha Men's last shot
at industry security.
The Keys throw in a little
Tex-Mex flavor for good measure on "So He Won't Break,"
where a quacking electric riff
rides top-down with a backbeat
jam from Carney.
The somber "Things Ain't
Like They Used to Be" closes
the album, with the boys convincing themselves that the
good days of past are long
gone.
The sound these three artists
discovered while working on
Attack and Release wouldn't
fit similar groups (The White
Stripes, The Black Crowes),
and The Keys disc is a wel-

The Fire Five
1
"Bleeding Love"
Leona Lewis
The pop diva's freshman effort Spirit has enjoyed a string
of recent chart success thanks
to this regretful love song.
Teen heartthrob Jesse McCartney earned a songwriting
credit too, so I think we have
our sappy pop basis covered.

2
"Little Bit of Feel Good"
Jamie Lidell

This fimky soul track is authentic as it gets. Lots of layered guitar, lots of fat-thumb
bass, and plenty of soul from
the English musician.

3
"See What It's About"
Eliot Lipp
corned development from a
band that has been pigeonholed
as "too throwback" for today's
rock music. Their reluctance to
work with Danger Mouse—in
what originally seemed like an
odd pairing—paid off, as Burton attacked the production like
a hipster who just found dad's
old vinyl collection and wants
the kids to start giving props
where they're rightfully due.
As is the case with most great
blues, The Keys' recent cuts
borrow from their heroes of
past and add original elements
to craft a sound of their own.
Attack and Release is a fine
record for fans of hard rock and
classic soul alike.

The Brooklyn-based electronica musician gets some pretty
interesting sounds When fiddling around with drum programming. A classic dance DJ
in the sense that you won't hear
these sounds anywhere else.

4
"Get Up... Carmen"
Waldeck
This house groove uses some
sweet oboe and a vocal sample
that reminds me of Marvin
Gaye's "Sexual Healing." Off
the electronica compilation record Buddha-Bar X.

5
"Wanderlust"
Bjork

Questions or comments?
Contact Jack at
JCChand13 1 68@winona.edu

You just gotta see this video.
Bjork is a little too, um, original for my tastes, but this crazy fantasy land ride of color
will be worth your time.
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The Savages worth it for the 'aw moments
Joe Underbakke
WINONAN

Genre

Comedy, Drama
Director

Tamara Jenkins

This is going to be a slightly
different approach to reviewing than I've taken in the last
couple months—not that I have
any evidence that anyone reads
these often enough to notice my
approaches, but nonetheless.
There have been some lessthan-stellar flicks that I've
seen (see 10,000 B.C.) but at
least those were fun to rant
about. This week, however,
the only two mainstream movies that came out were Street
Kings, some movie with Keanu
Reeves, and Prom Night, no explanation needed.
I made the executive decision
that neither I nor anyone likely
to read this article would benefit from me spending a thousand words explaining how
mediocre either of those movies would inevitably turn out to
be.
So, on with the show I suppose.
What I'm doing instead is re-

viewing a movie that was set to
release on DVD Tuesday.
The movie The Savages got
a limited United States release
back in November.
This movie was written and
directed by the virtually unheard of Tamara Jenkins who,
as far as I'm concerned, has
earned herself respect by penning an extremely heartfelt and
emotionally perceptive story.
The Savages revolves around
the struggle that a brother and
sister have to go through when
their ailing father gets diagnosed with dementia.
With differing views on what
to do with him, Wendy Savage,
played magnificently by Laura
Linney (The Truman Show)
wants what she thinks is the
best for her father by putting
him in an assisted living center or an upper-class retirement
home.
On the other hand, her brother, Jon Savage (Philip Seymour Hoffman) believes that
his father's failing condition
and inability to process things

Appetit!! Appetit!! Let's hide Fete's
CRP key so that he can't drive as
much..

©VAFilm
Laura Linney and Philip Seymour Hoffman star in the 2007
film The Savages, set to release on DVD Tuesday.

mentally is reason enough to
stick him in an average nursing
home.
The conflict between the two
isn't only about what kind of
treatment their father should
receive but also about how different people deal with the notion of death.
Throughout the first hour of
the movie I enjoyed the story,

What about-recycling? I heard that they
are giving away green bracelets if you
take stuff to the recycling bin.

as well as the acting but felt like
I was missing the message that
they were trying to convey.
This changed sharply, however, in one of my favorite
scenes in recent memory when
Jon offers not only Wendy, but
the audience as well, a unique
perspective on the ways people

See SAVAGE, Page 14

Meow, are you saying that
they are giving evil plastic to
eco-frindly people?

By Samuel Mokona Ng

That's brilliant, Bon! That's a good way
to save gas.

Better yet, I think we
should destroy his
tires instead.

12 Arts a Entertainment

Well, as least they can reuse some
paper and stuff.

I think its more effective if they could
turn off the lights after the buildings are
closed. Why do you need light anyway
when there is nobody inside the building'?

JAPAN

C onti nued from Page 10

of the culinary operation.
At 6:30 p.m. on Friday she
stood on a plastic stool and
hovered over the stainless steel
cooking surface.
With a spatula, she retrieved
fried cabbage cakes that looked
like oversized potato pancakes
and placed the cakes onto paper
plates.
Three of her hairnet-clad
kitchen helpers held out the
paper plates and then scurried
over to put the fresh cakes on
the open counter space and
grabbed another paper plate to
repeat the process.
Nearly every inch of counter
space around Yamabaki was
covered in bowls brimming
with several gallons of ingredients.
Satomi Yoshida, Ayumi
Yaegashi and Yukika Shimotori were busy in a conference
room off of the East Hall creating signs to be attached to various booths where people could
play Japenese games, try a
hand at calligraphy, learn about
traditional festivals or try on a
kimono.
Oehler said Wind Wisper
West, a shop that sells Kimonos
in Wabasha, lent the kimonos
to the Japan Club to use for the
evening free of charge.
Running the booths gave the
Japanese students an opportunity to interact with Americans.
Oehler saw this as very positive.
All but two of the twenty-one
Japanese students are exchange

students, and are studying in the
United States for just one year.
Oehler says that generally they
just interact with other Japanese
people while they are here.
"The Japanese students are
often too timid, and American's
don't necessarily feel the need
to include them," Oehler says.
Oehler himself knows what
it feels like to not fit in. He is
an American who lived the first
sixteen years of his life in Japan.
When he was put in a school
with other American kids, he
didn't like it because he didn't
feel like he fit in. He thought he
was Japanese.
Throughout Japan Fest, one
could hear Oehler speaking
instructions in fluent Japanese
to the other Japanese students
as they scrambled to refill the
plates of food.
On Sunday, Oehler took the
club on a day trip to LaCrosse
for what he deemed a well-deserved reward for all the hard
work they put into Japan Fest.
He said he wanted this to be the
best show the Japan Club has
ever done and he says, "I think
we did that; hands down."
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Be a Student Advocate for Healthy Living and---. Gain valuable :experience as a peer educator
erience presenting 'health information to residential halls and orientation classes
- Receive strong leadership training
- Opportunity 'to qualify for practicum experience andlor - fieldwork!
- Receive a $50 bookstore gift certificatelt

Here is YOUR chance to build and boost your resume!
Applications cm be found on WWW. iaionaeduibealthseivices and ale due by Al 18th.
Canis: must be available for training the :awning of ApiR. 24th,
and during Orientation Week in August.

Questions or comments?
Contact Lydia at
LCOglesb3075@winona.edu
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Quit waiting for a 'miracle,' try good old exercise
Jessica Larsen and
Alyx Minor
WINONAN
It's no secret that society
values thin, lean figures. With
celebrity bodies gracing movie
screens and magazines, there's
virtually no escape from what
may be very real pressure to
diet. With an increase in advertising for diet pills and meal
plans, it may be difficult to
determine what's healthy and
what's risky. Society's demand

for "instant gratification" often results in mass production
of the lucky "trend" product.
"Results not typical" is the
common catchphrase for many
of these ads, so how exactly
does one decide what is typical? Most health professionals
will agree that diet pill supplements are not the best choice
when choosing to lose weight.
The supplements may also produce health risks such as high
blood pressure, heart palpitations, headaches, anxiety and

depression. Not every diet pill
will include these symptoms,
but users should be aware of
the possibilities nonetheless.
For some people, eating a diet
consisting of healthier foods
makes more sense than swallowing a "miracle" pill. Popular plans such as Nutrisystem
and Jenny Craig, offer healthful
meals delivered to your door.
Besides the start-up fee, Nutrisystem costs $12.23 per day,
while Jenny Craig amounts to
$23.99 per month. Clearly, not

many college students can afford to spend this much to shed
pounds.
Weight Watchers, however,
claims to keep weight off for
the long haul. The program requires more than just a focus on
food. It encourages the Weight
Watcher's "Four Pillars" approach, comprised of Behavior,
Support, Exercise and Food.
This method promotes healthy
habits, a supportive environment, and regular exercise, as
well as making smarter food

choices. The program claims a
97 percent recommendation rate
from people who have tried it.
Conveniently, Weight Watchers
is accessible both online and in
meetings. Per month, it costs
$39.95, a price not too userfriendly for college students.
While popping diet pill supplements and chowing healthy
meals may benefit your body
temporarily, exercise will
help it look and feel good, in

See DIET, Page 15
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Tidying Winona in celebration of our earth
Stephanie Vetter
WINONAN

Because there is a push on
these kinds of products with
Earth Day so near, and because
producers
know they can charge
"Here comes the sun, nah
nah nah naah, here comes the more for organic materials, the
sun, and I say, it's all right..." prices of these have become
cue instrumental piece that will rather inflated.
"It is unfortunate [that prices
stick in your head for the next
are higher] because most colthree days.
It was 1969 when George lege students do not have the
Harrison wrote this song for resources to -Spend extra money
The Beatles, and at that time on items that they need. I know
many people that want to use
everything was all right.
Today however, the sun organic materials, but it is just
seems to be more of an impend- not an option for them priceing, fated bringer of ailments wise. Hopefully, in the future
such as skin cancer and pre- it will become easier for more
mature wrinkles rather than a people to go green," says Lygreat touch that could brighten nette Kronberger, former market chair for Earth Day 2006.
any day.
If the bookstore continues
In 1970, a holiday was created to recognize the wonder- their push well after Earth Day
ful planet we live on: Earth the chance of these prices goDay. Gaylord Nelson, a Unit- ing down is possible.
The more recycled proded States senator, created and
ucts within the store, the more
founded Earth Day.
It had been years in the mak- chance that they will be puring and thanks to the large num- chased, which following the
ber of supporters and activists, economic chain, would evenhe was able to make his dream tually lead to their price deflating.
a reality.
Just one day will not be
"We only have one Earth, so
enough
in the efforts to go
we need to take care of her," he
green.
says.
Although the bookstore has
Over the years, Earth Day
fallen
victim to high prices, the
has continued to evolve from
university and community as a
it's original assembly.
Acts such as the Clean Air whole are still raising awareAct and the Clean Water Act ness on what they can do for
sprouted from Earth Day be- the earth.
On April 18, activities will
cause of the overwhelming interest that had not been previ- swarm the campus and city for
"Spruce Up Winona Day."
ously gathered.
Throughout the day, speakWith Earth Day comes the
"Go Green" push. Stores all ers, educational booths, chilover Winona and the world dren's activities and more will
have made their organic and occur in Winona State's courtgreen products available to yard and student union.
Speakers including Ryan
consumers.
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Hung and Jason Edan will
speak on topics such as the use
of biodiesel and Solar Thermal
Systems. Winona State's biology department will have wild
flower projects for children and
adults alike.
The main theme for this year
will be solar energy. Solar energy is chiefly energy derived
from the sun in forms of heat
and light.
Solar energy is responsible
for 99.9 percent of the renewable energy sources currently
being used.
It is primarily used to heat
buildings, water and other
products. With a little modification through photovoltaics,
the sun's energy can be used as
electricity.
These are two incredibly large
instances where energy would
be needed, if it were not for the
sun. Because of this, it is one
of the most important things we
can do to help the earth.
Venders for this year's
"SWU" day include, but are
not limited to, Habitat for Humanity, Honda Motor Werks,
Minnesota Land Trust, The
Book Shelf and Kolter Bikes.
Jackie Hahn/WINONAN
Prizes, information and good
clean green entertainment will Winona State University student Lynette Kronberger, a member of the Therapeutic Recreation Club accepts the WSU
be present.
Earth day is more than just Presidential Earth Day award from WSU President Judith Raa day to plant some trees and maley. Clubs are encouraged to register for the Earth Day
listen to a few speakers; it is a festivities.
day to recognize the kinds of
trouble that not only our com- twice each school year. With events, such as more communal
munity, but also our world, are some effort from the student cleanings of parks and outdoor
body we could clean up quite a areas would also help.
quickly coming upon.
Winona still has a long way bit in one day or a weekend,"
to go to pull its own weight in says junior Richard Fons.
This is just one thing the Questions or comments?
this conundrum.
"WSU should sponsor a Mis- community could do with in- Contact Stephanie at
sissippi River cleanup once or terest from the residents. Other SVetter06@winona.edu

"

I Aside from the poignant
messages strewn through
I the film about mortality,

•1 to 4 blocks from WSU!•
•$299 to $349 per person.
• lea and Laundry INCLUDED.
Call Carol at 454-1909
Edstrom Properties
32 Years of Excellent Student Service!!!
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SAVAGE
try and avoid death.

NMI NM

another thing that stood
I out about this movie to me
was the number of "aw"
I moments.
If you don't know what I
I mean, it's ok, because I'm
• not totally positive either.
.1 By "aw," I don't mean it in

Continued from Page 12
the she-just-kissed-him-for-thefirst-time way; I mean it in the
that's-so-awful-I-don't-knowhow-I-would-react way.
Though that may sound like
something you don't want
to see, all of these moments
worked very effectively in portraying this sort of hopeless existence to which the actual message of the film could contrast.
This is probably in the top 10

best movies I've seen this year
and I highly recommend either
picking it up on DVD or giving
it a rent. I give The Savages an
A- because of its gritty, engaging realism and subtle but essentially hopeful meaning.
Questions or comments?
Contact Joe at
JJUnderb9309@winona.edu
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Andrew LinkJWINONAN
Winona State University club rugby player Tara Putzy, left, pulls down the UW-LaCrosse
ball carrier as teammate Nicole Saffert gets ready to help during the Black Katts' 15-10 win
over the visiting Eagles Thursday at Maxwell Field. The men's rugby team also hosted UWLaCrosse, but lost 10-0.

CINEMA
the pressure to keep them out of
studios.
Brokeback Mountain is one
of the first widely-shown films
that portrays gays as "normal."
Lintin says most gay films
portray the gay community as
dark and suicidal.
His hope is for students to
gain an understanding of how
gay films have progressed, and
rid student's minds of stereotypes surroundings gay actors
or actors who star in gay rolls.
"I want to celebrate queer
cinema and where it is now,"
says Lintin.
Lintin started the idea for
Queer Cinema after conducting
a variety of studies surrounding
the subject.
He wrote a paper for a humanity conference titled "Making Love," which was the topic
of his first research on the gay
community. Lintin has also had

Continued from Page 10
several years of involvement
with the Women and Gender
Studies program.
Lintin instructs a module in
the Introduction to Women and
Gender Studies class, as well as
speech and argument courses.
In the past, Lintin instructed
a Gay Rights and Pop Culture
course.
He hopes to continue teaching classes on gay image.
Lintin is currently conducting research on gay images on
YouTube.com .
Lintin hopes that all 50 seats
will be filled in the Queer Cinema class and that new interest
will arise.

DIET

Continued from Page 13

side and out, for years to come.
For beginners, consider starting with two to three sessions
per week. Intensity is how hard
you exercise. Time is how long
you perform an activity. It can
also refer to the number of sets
or repetitions performed during weight training. Remember to choose an activity that
is enjoyable. Working out isn't
always rewarding by oneself:
Bring friends along and share
the experience. Spending after-

noons in the gym isn't the only
option, either. Taking walks
in neighborhoods or jogging
around Lake Winona are great
for outdoor activities. Start
gradually; don't overexert your
body. Evaluate your progress,
but don't punish yourself for
not always meeting expectations. In a world where only
the impossible is perfect, be the
best you can be for yourself

It's all in the

ry
Knock, Knock!! It's Erberts and Gerberts at the door. And we're
brining as many subs or clubs that you want, 1..,71..,101. You name
it, we deliver it - even late. Consider it a labor of love! Erberts &
Gerberts. Delivering Delicious to your door, desk, or dorm room.

DrbertgAerberVg®
SUBS

Questions or comments?
Contact Jessica at
JLLarsen0487@winona.edu

:Mk:*

CLUBS

Always in great taste.
105 W. 3rd Street

Winona, MN

(507) 474-3727
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Richae, Warriors seek fourth consecutive NSIC title
By WINONAN staff

a player with WSU last sea- consecutive matches at No. 1
son, won NSIC titles in both doubles, including WSU's lone
The Winona State University No. 1 doubles and
doubles victories
women's tennis team complet- No. 2 singles for
against Truman (8-6)
ed its regular-season schedule the third straight
and UMD (9-7).
Saturday with losses to Truman year. "I think losRichae, Pierce
State (Mo.) and Minnesota-Du- ing to Upper Iowa
and Hesterman will
luth by identical 7-2 scores.
(March 21) was a
undoubtedly play a
After winning five of its last good little wakebig role this weeksix matches in March, with the up call. Conferend.
lone loss coming to Northern ence isn't going
"We know what
Sun Intercollegiate Conference to be handed to us
to expect; we've
Heste rman
foe Upper Iowa, the Warriors like it has been the
seen all of the playare 0-for-April and on a three- past three years."
ers now," Hertz said.
match losing streak entering
Despite the losing streak, "It's all going to come down to
the NSIC championships in three players have been nearly who wants it more."
Minneapolis this Saturday and unbeatable as of late for WSU.
The WSU men's team finSunday, when they will attempt
Sophomore Erika Richae has ished its regular season with
to successfully defend the con- won eight consecutive matches an 8-1 loss to Truman State in
ference crown for
at No. 6 singles, nonconference play Saturday.
the fourth consecuincluding WSU's
Tanner Bishop and Stuart
tive year.
lone singles victo- Booth earned an 8-2 victory
"We've been by
ries against Truman in No. 3 doubles to pick up
far the dominant
(4-6, 7-5, 10-3) the only win of the day for the
force; winning the
and UMD (6-2, Warriors, who enter the NCC
conference hasn't
6-0). The War- championships April 25. in St.
been too much of
riors' dynamic duo Cloud having lost nine of their
a challenge," said
of Heather Pierce past 10 matches.
WSU coach Meand Mary HesterPie rce
man has won nine
gan Hertz, who, as

<'>",(:•..

,

Fred Schulze/WINONAN
Erika Richae defeated Truman State's Kirstyn Sampias 4-6,
7-5, 10-3, but the Warriors lost 7-2 Saturday in Winona.

WSU golf teams improving as conference finals near

By WINONAN staff

— their best score of the spring

Megan Placko shot an 83
season — and edged second- and finished in a tie for second
After a disappointing fourth- place. Upper Iowa by three place to lead WSU, which shot
a 348 — 23 strokes behind firstplace finish at the Upper Iowa strokes.
Kevin
Loeffler
and
Ross
Wilplace
Upper Iowa.
Invitational on April 5 and a
Courtney Sovereign finished
third-place finish out of four helm each shot a 75 to tie for
teams at the Viterbo (Wis.) fifth place, and Brady Strang-' seventh (87), Hilary Botten tied
Quadrangular April 9, the Win- stalien, the two-time defending for eighth (88), and Tara Chrisona State University men's golf NSIC individual champion, fin- tensen and Katie Schuller both
team responded with the kind ished 1 1 th with a 77. John Kirk tied for 10th (90) to lead the
followed with a 78 Warriors, who posted their best
of play that earned
to finish in a tie for team score of the spring.
them a fifth consecu12th place.
The triangular provided one
tive Northern Sun
The Winona final tuneup before the final
Intercollegiate ConState University portion of the NSIC championference title in Ocwomen's
golf ships, which were scheduled
tober.
team also took a to take place last weekend but
Freshman Keegan
step in the right were moved to Thursday and
Drugan shot a 73
direction April 6, Friday because of poor weather
Sunday afternoon,
recovering from a conditions.
sharing medalist
"I think having the confer-.z honors and leading
Stran gstalien seventh-place finish in gusty condi- ence championships being deWSU to a first-place
finish at the Jewel Invitational tions at the Upper Iowa Spring layed was a very good thing,
Classic to place second at the actually," WSU coach Erika
in Lake City, Minn.
Viterbo
Triangular April 9.
Vail said. "The weather was
The Warriors posted a 303

16 Sports

going to be horrible; we were The WSU junior is six shots
looking at possibly 10 inches behind tournament leader Raof snow. It gave us another four chael Schmidt, who scored a
days to practice and get ready, 148 for Upper Iowa.
and I think the girls are much
Christensen is alone in sevmore prepared."
enth place (161), and
WSU completSovereign is tied for
ed the fall portion
16th (174).
ofthe NSIC cham"Our goal is to
pionships in third
overtake Concordiaplace, posting a
St. Paul for second
665 over the twoplace," Vail said.
day tournament
"We're only four
at Pebble Creek
strokes back, and I'm
Golf Course in
really looking forBecker, Minn.
ward to this week bePlac ko
The Warriors trail
cause I think we can
second-place
Concordia-St. do really well."
Paul by four strokes and firstplace and defending champion
Upper Iowa by 40 strokes. The
spring portion will be played in
Yankton, S.D.
Placko is in second place after posting a 10-over-par 154.

Hellenbrand flirts with no-hitter; WSU splits against Mary
Justin Magill
WINONAN

To go along with the strikeouts is a stingy 1.95 ERA,
which also leads the team, and
For the past two weeks, a conference-leading 2.29 ERA
pitcher Ross Hellenbrand has in NSIC play.
been the most consistent and
"He wants the ball every
probably the best player for the time," WSU assistant coach
Winona State University base- Seth Wing said. "He's just a
ball team.
horse out there."
The left-handed sophomore
The season has been no fluke
backed it up last weekend in for Hellenbrand, who had a 4-1
a dominating performance record last season and an ERA
against Mary (N.D.), striking of 3.90.
out 14 and only allowing one
Hellenbrand has been brilhit in a complete-game 5-0 liant on the mound this year,
win, which garposting a 3-2 record
nered him Northand allowing a comern Sun Intercolbined six earned runs
legiate Conference
in his two losses.
pitcher of the week
"We feel we can
honors.
put him in some
Hellenbrand
of the big games,"
was flirting with
Wing said. "Good
a no-hitter, but it
part is: He's only a
was spoiled by a
sophomore."
Hellen brand
single in the sixth
Wing said that
inning.
Hellenbrand has one
Striking out 14 was not a tool working for him on the
fluke for Hellenbrand, who mound.
leads WSU with 46.
"He has a fastball in the mid-

WSU was able to get its bats
80s, but he does a good job hid- that makes them as successful
going, scoring five runs — four
as they are."
ing the ball," Wing said.
Another weekend resulted coming in the fourth inning.
Hellenbrand said his success
In Game 3, Ruff allowed one
this season has come from lo- in another split — something
that's getting awfully familiar run on three hits and had five
cating his fastball.
strikeouts, as WSU won 3-1.
"Last year I wasn't hitting for WSU this season.
It was the third split in five John Magee highlighted
my spots as much," he said.
"I'm hitting them this year and conference series this season, WSU's offense with a solo
have been able to bust batters which is not allowing WSU home run in the fourth.
WSU fell 5-2 in the series
inside, not letting them get to gain ground on conference
finale, as Mary broke the game
around on the ball."
leader Wayne State (Neb.).
"We thought we played four open in the bottom of the sixth,
An adjustment Hellenbrand
solid games this scoring the final three runs of
made during the
weekend," Wing the game.
offseason was shiftWSU (14-11, 9-7) will host
ing to the left side of
said. "We scored
some
runs,
but
not
Concordia-St.
Paul this afterthe rubber, allowing
him to jam fastballs
at times with run- noon in a two-game set.
Yet again, the WSU coachin on right-handed
ners in scoring position."
ing staff will be watching the
batters.
Hellenbrand said
Erdall tossed a offense closely.
complete game for
"Our batting average is right
his fastball won't
bail him out every
WSU in the open- where it should be," Wing said.
Erdall
time, so he's worker, giving up three "But we're not getting hits at
runs and striking the right time."
ing on an off-speed
pitch.
out three, but the offense was
How satisfied are the coach"We're working on it to the letdown once again for the es with the offensive output?
make sure it gets over for Warriors in the 3-1 loss.
"It's been a disappointment
strikes," Hellenbrand said.
In Game 2, Hellenbrand was so far," Wing said.
Reach Justin at JMagi1106@
"(Bryan) Ruff and (Don) Erdall the main man, giving up only
winona.edu
have four or five pitches, and one hit and striking out 14.

ADD SOME ADRENALINE TO
YOUR SUMMER BREAK!

Want to jump start your career ... and get PAID while doing it?
Army ROTC offers WSU Students an opportunity to gain worldclass leadership that provides challenging training and skills
to jump start your career! WSU and UW La Crosse have a unique
partnership that will help you map out a career of excellence. For
more information and to learn about scholarship opportunities
and the Summer LTC program contact, Major Jay Hansen at
608-785-8408 or email hansen. a @uwlax.edu .

FULL TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
TO QUALIFIED WSU STUDENTS!
LEADERSH IP

S

Visit us on the web at:

http://www.uwlax.edu/ROTC/

(U.S.ARMY)
ARMY STRONG.

ARMY ROTC. START STRONG.
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Rosenow, Warriors split doubleheader with Concordia
Adam Stanek
WINONAN

first game and WSU winning
the second.
CSP's Emily Schmikla
Despite finals week ap- pitched a complete-game shutproaching quickly, the Winona out, allowing only five hits in
State University softball team the opener, leading the Golden
wasn't tested as much as it was Bears to a 6-0 win.
expecting.
"I think we tried to do too
The Warriors were to partici- much in our at-bats," WSU
pate in the Concordia-St. Paul coach Greg Jones said. "The
tournament, where they were to first inning of the game they replay five of the best
ally set the tone on
A*Miwgia,
teams in the North
the offensive and
Central Region, but
defensive sides of
the tournament was
the ball."
CSP's Natalie
canceled because of
rainy weather.
Mast led off the
game with a douAs aresult, WSU's
only matchup was
ble and scored on
against Northern
an error by WSU
Sun Intercollegiate
third baseman
Rosenow
Conference foe
Laura Wright.
CSP added two
Concordia-St. Paul
April 9 at Maxwell Field.
runs in the first and another in
Coming into the double- the second on yet another error
header, the Golden Bears and — this time by Kristen Fossell
the Warriors were only two of — to take a 3-0 lead.
With the bases loaded and
three undefeated teams left in
NSIC play. That all changed.
two outs in the fourth, Tiffani
The teams split the double- Rodd hit a double that scored
header, with CSP winning the three runs to give CSP a 6-0

lead and to seal the win.
WSU took the lead back in
Fossell pitched only three the sixth inning, and, again, it
innings and allowed six hits, was Rosenow taking advantage
four runs — one earned — and of the situation.
struck out three.
Rosenow slapped a double
Chelsea Ewing replaced Fos- to score two runs, giving WSU
sell in the fourth and pitched a 4-3 lead.
four innings, giving up two hits,
Rosenow and Amanda Wiltwo runs (both earned), and one helm each scored on passed
walk while striking out three.
balls later in the inning to give
The Warriors took the first the Warriors a 6-3 lead.
lead of Game 2 with some imWith two outs in the seventh,
pressive hitting and
CSP's Nicole Tischbase running by
er reached on an erChelsea Rosenow.
ror and Abby BrunRosenow stole
didge followed with
second and third
an RBI double, but
base and scored on
the Bears couldn't
a passed ball to give
generate any more
the Warriors a 1-0
offense.
lead.
Rosenow went
CSP scored three
2-for-3 with a sinStruz ynski
runs in the fifth ingle, a double and
ning to take a 3-1
a walk. She added
lead, but WSU got one back three runs, two RBIs and two
with some more impressive stolen bases.
base running by Rosenow.
WSU took advantage of four
She managed to get from errors and eight passed balls.
first to home again on two er"I thought we ran the bases
rors and a passed ball, cutting real aggressively," Jones said.
the lead to 3-2.
"We found different ways to

create offense. (Struzynski)
kept them off the scoreboard
until we could do what we
needed to do."
Stacey
Struzynski, the
Warriors' freshman phenom,
pitched seven innings and allowed four runs — three earned
— and struck out eight.
The Warriors (22-9, 8-1)
control their own destiny, as
they will play the top team in
the NSIC, Southwest Minnesota State, on the road Thursday
before playing in their second
NSIC crossover this weekend.
"The level of importance
is that it's going to be a big
week," Jones said. "It's going
to be nine games in one week,
and the script is going to be
written in that week."
The Warriors will play five
games in two days against
Mary (N.D.), MSU-Moorhead,
UM-Crookston, Bemidji State
and Northern State.

WSU Briefs: Flowers holds own against best of Division I
team — Norfolk Sports Club
— to a 1-2 record. His teammates included Tennessee's
Over the past four years with Chris Lofton, Xavier's Drew
the Winona State University Lavender, Georgetown's Jonamen's basketball team, Jonte thon Wallace, and Auburn's
Flowers proved he's one of the Quan Prowell.
In his first game Thursday
best players in NCAA Division
night, a 90-78
II.
loss to a team
Last weekend, he
featuring Ohio
showed he can play
State's Othello
with some of the best
Hunter
and
seniors in Division I.
Oklahoma's
Flowers scored in
Longar Longar,
double-figures in all
Flowers scored
three games of the
10 points on
Portsmouth Invitation5-of-12 shootal Tournament, which
F lowers
ing and added
draws the top 64 seseven
rebounds,
four assists
niors in the country to
play in front of NBA and Euro- and two steals off the bench.
As a starter in Friday night's
pean scouts.
Flowers, the only Division 89-88 win over a team featurII player in the field, helped his ing Georgetown's Patrick Ew-

By WINONAN staff

,
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ing Jr., Kentucky's Joe Crawford, Tennessee's JaJuan Smith,
and Wisconsin's Brian Butch,
Flowers scored 15 points on
6-of-11 shooting and had five
rebounds, two assists and a
steal in 28 minutes.
As a starter in Saturday's
97-93 overtime loss to a team
featuring Kentucky's Ramel
Bradley, Flowers had 14 points
on 6-of-14 shooting, four rebounds, three assists and two
steals in 31 minutes.
Flowers, who was named the
most outstanding player of the
Division II Elite Eight en route
to leading the Warriors to their
second national championship
in three years, averaged 13
points on 45.9 percent shooting
from the field (17-for-37) and
27.3 percent shooting from beyond the arc (3-for-11) over the

three-game tournament.
Smith, who was named the
It won't mark the last time Division II player of the year
he's featured on the national for the second consecutive seastage.
son after averaging 17.5 points,
Flowers and John Smith 8.4 rebounds, 2.7 assists and
will participate in
2.7 blocks, will play
the Collegiate Baswith Grand Valley
ketball InvitationState center Calistus
al, which brings
Eziukwu and Autogether 64 playgusta State forward
ers from Division
Tyrekus Bowman.
II, Division III and
The Warriors dethe NAIA to play
feated Grand Valley
in front of profesState in the national
sional basketball
quarterfinals and
Sm ith
representatives and
Augusta State in the
agents.
championship game.
The three-day tournament
Flowers, who averaged 17.9
runs April 24-26 in Wadsworth, points, 5.4 rebounds, 3.1 assists
Ohio. An all-star game is set and 3.4 steals during his senior
for 7 p.m. April 26 and will be season with WSU, will play
broadcast on ESPNU.
with Grand Valley. State's JaBoth Smith and Flowers will son Jamerson and Augustana's
be teamed with familiar faces.
Corey McIntosh.

Get to Know the Warriors: Softball superstar Chelsea Rosenow
Eds. note: This week, the the dirt and then throws the dirt
Winonan's Matt Huss spoke down and then wipes it on one
with the Winona State Univer- of his legs. He does it every sinsity softball team's star center- gle time; there isn't a pitch he
fielder, Chelsea Rosenow.
doesn't do that. When we're on
WINONAN: You're leading offense, he'll give you a sign,
the Warriors in avand then he bends
erage (.381), runs
over, touches his
(30), hits (37),
knees and then takes
doubles (9), home
three steps backruns (4), RBIs
ward as the pitcher is
(25), total bases
pitching (laughs).
(58), slugging
WINONAN:
percentage (.598),
How did you get your
on-base percentnickname, "Chip"?
age (.478) and stoROSENOW: I'm
Rose now
len bases (12). Are
just kind of a bubyou on steroids?
bly type of person, and when I
ROSENOW: (Laughing) came in as a freshman, one of
No, I'm not. You can test me; I the juniors was just like, "Well,
will not come up positive.
we're going to call her 'Chip' ."
WINONAN: You make hit- And it just kind of stuck. I'm
ting a softball look easy, but is it from Chippewa Falls, Wisconeasier than hitting a baseball?
sin, but that really doesn't have
ROSENOW: It's hard for anything to do with it (laughs).
me to say because I've never It's just a coincidence.
hit off a baseball pitcher before.
WINONAN: Did you cry
But I'm going to say it's harder when Brett Favre retired?
to hit a softball because I play it.
ROSENOW: I didn't cry,
Boys think it's easy, but I think , but I was pretty sad. One of the
hitting a softball is harder. The girls on our team is from Green
ball comes at a different angle. Bay, so she might have shed a
In baseball, the ball is always tear or two (laughs).
going down. In softball, it can
WINONAN: You play cengo down or up.
ter field and catcher. How did
WINONAN: Your coach, that come about?
Greg Jones, seems to have some
ROSENOW: In high school
weird superstitions and rituals I was always a catcher; I caught
on the field. What's he like?
every single high school game
ROSENOW: He is crazy I ever played in. When I came
(laughs). Between every single to WSU, Sarah Carlson had
pitch, on offense or defense, the catcher's spot pretty much
he has a set routine he does; held down; she was pretty good

"My favorite thing is bunting for a
base hit. It's so sweet when you get
one, because it's like, `Naha, I'm
faster than you.'"
Chelsea Rosenow, WSU centerfielder
he's insane. He'll tell people,
"If my routine gets off, then I
think it's my fault you don't get
a hit." After he gives signs to
the catcher, he rubs his hand in

(laughs). So I was just trying
to find a home for myself so I
could play. I'm fast, and I can
throw and catch, so I thought
it was a pretty logical decision.

(Eds. Note: Carlson, who graduated in 2006, is WSU's alltime leader in home runs.)
WINONAN: If Jones gave
you the choice right now; which
position would you choose?
ROSENOW: It's hard for
me to say, because I like things
about each position. Catching
is so fun because you're in the
middle of everything; you're
kind of in charge; you can be
vocal. But I like center field
because I like running, getting
balls in the gap, stopping triples
and home runs. He asks me that
every year, and every year I say,
"Whatever is best for the team;
wherever you need me to play
is what I'm going to do."
WINONAN: What's your
favorite feeling in softball?
ROSENOW: Of course,
when you make a diving play,
that's pretty sweet. But I'd
have to say my favorite thing
is bunting for a base hit. I like
it when you drop one down the
third-base line and beat it out.
It makes the other team so mad,
because bunts should be outs.
It's so sweet when you get one,
because it's like, "Haha, I'm
faster than you" (laughs).
WINONAN: What's it like
playing on the football field?
ROSENOW: Being an outfielder, I actually love it. But
there are ups and downs to it,
like our fence, obviously, because it falls down all the time
(laughs). And the turf is really
fast, so if the ball gets in the
gap, it gets there pretty quick.
It's also nice to slide on, and
you can run faster on it because
your cleats aren't digging into
the dirt. But, you know the little rubber pebbles in the turf?
We fill up bags with those, and
that's what is holding the fence
down. We fill every one of those
bags — it's one of our days of
practice, just filling up those
bags and setting up our fence.
WINONAN: What did you
think of the field when you first
saw it as a recruit?

-
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WSU senior centerfielder Chelsea Rosenow is leading the
Warriors with a .381 batting average this season.
ROSENOW: I was just like,

"Um, OK. This is your field?
Don't you have any money
here?" (laughs).
WINONAN: I'm sure you'd
be happy to play anywhere
right now. How frustrating is
this weather?
ROSENOW: It's a total

bummer. Every day I just want
to go outside and have it be
warm enough where I don't
feel like I want to wear mittens
and a hat and 18 pairs of pants
and 18 sweatshirts. Softball is
not meant to be played in 30degree weather. But we do it,
and we do it well.
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